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Abstract—This paper discusses the integration of an end-to-end
optical interconnect testbed on printed circuit boards using
inexpensive off-the-shelf, bare die, optoelectronic components.
We developed a process for efficient and simultaneous in-plane
optical coupling between edge emitting laser and waveguides,
and between photodetector and waveguide. We demonstrated an
optically smooth buffer layer separating the printed circuit layer
from the optical transport layer. The demonstrated radically new
optical interconnect technology, which we refer to as interface
optical coupling, is able to efficiently and simultaneously form
optical interfaces between waveguides, lasers and photodetectors
by photolithographic technique, thereby eliminating the need
for micro-lenses and manual alignment. The measured laser to
waveguide coupling efficiency is 45% and measured waveguide to
photodetector coupling is 35%. The optical link is demonstrated
to operate at 10 Gbps.

Index Terms—Chip-to-chip, embedded devices, optical commu-
nication, optical integration, optical interconnect, polymer wave-
guide, printed circuit boards (PCBs), system-on-package (SOP).

I. INTRODUCTION

AS THE digital processor continues to scale down and the
processing speed increases as predicted by Moore’s law,

the signal transport by electrical interconnection on printed cir-
cuit boards (PCBs) becomes a limiting factor for further im-
provement of a digital system due to its complexity in system
layout, power consumption, electromagnetic interference, etc
[1]. Optical interconnect is a promising solution in routing and
distributing data at bit rate in multi-gigabits to above 10 Gpbs in
distance less than 50 cm. In recent years, a number of chip-to-
chip optical interconnect technologies have been demonstrated,
including thin film device optoelectronics [2], embedded active
and passive component integration [3], [4], hybrid packaging of
electronic and optical component [5], [6], optical board tech-
nique [7], [8], etc.
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Fabrication of chip-to-chip optical interconnects by the
industry at large, parallels the telecom industry practices of
discrete component integration linking a waveguide to a pho-
todetector or laser by means of micro-mirror and micro-lens
relays that require substantial manual intervention in the optical
alignment process. The active optical components, lasers, laser
drivers, photodetectors and associated amplifiers are bonded
to peripheral ball grid array (PBGA) packages. The PBGA
package is then flip-chip bonded to the transceiver portion of
the board [5]. Optical coupling to and from the passive light-
wave network is accomplished by the use of mirrors and lenses.
The results are high insertion loss, uncertain alignment stability
and high production cost. The sketch in Fig. 1(a) represents the
industry-wide approach, and articles representative of this inte-
gration strategy may be found in [5], [9], [10]–[12]. The board
is depicted to contain an embedded, passive lightwave circuit
which carries optical signals to and from PBGA packages that
do not contain a processor. Because of the choice of vertical
cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) and vertically illumi-
nated photodetectors (PDs), a 90 , out-of-plane beam turning
element is required and is generally accomplished by using 45
micro mirrors and collimating lenses. One exception in this
trend is the use of evanescently coupled thin metal-semicon-
ductor-metal (MSM) photodetectors reported in [2], [11], [12].
A standard assembly process has been established in industry
for utilizing mirrors and lenses to steer beam propagation
direction. It usually has relaxed alignment tolerances due to the
collimated beam between the lenses. However, the approach
depicted in Fig. 1(a) has several drawbacks. It is difficult to
fabricate 45 end mirrors by standard photolithography and
these also suffer from sizeable insertion loss. Lenslet relays
can be fabricated relatively easier but the relative alignment
and insertion loss can be fairly large even neglecting board
warping [9], [10], [13], [14]. Limited distance between lenses
is another drawback in this approach. Alignment can be done
actively and largely by hand with robotic assistance. However,
solder wave reflow tends to negate precise alignment [13]. The
use of peripheral ball grid array PBGA packages is another
drawback for separately packaged optoelectronic (OE) chips
and processors because it takes up substantial board space,
which limits the number of inputs/ouputs (I/Os) and results in
a separation of multiple centimeters away from the processors.

Viable economic realization of optical interconnect tech-
nology requires the development of radical packaging concepts
that lead to affordable and reliable fabrication processes. A
robust and affordable optical interconnect integration process
will enable numerous architectural options at the board level
and at the system level. In our group, we proposed an optical
interconnect scheme that provides a much simpler fabrication
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Fig. 1. (a) Conceptual sketch of the cross section of an electrical-optical circuit
board being developed by a number of computer companies for the application
of “fiber-to-the-processor.” (b) Cross-sectional sketch of the results of IOC inte-
gration in which EELs and EVPDs are directly coupled to the lightwave circuit
and in close proximity of the processor I/O pads.

process with greatly enhanced coupling, namely interface op-
tical coupling (IOC), as shown in Fig. 1(b). The array of edge
emitting lasers (EELs) and edge viewing PDs (EVPDs), launch
and receive light in the plane of the passive lightwave circuit.
The optical alignment is accomplished for one or multiple
optical channels simultaneously in the step of photolithography
during the waveguide core fabrication process, as described
more fully below, without post-integration manual alignment.
It ensures light is confined in the waveguide until it is detected.

As a first step toward the realization of viable high speed
chip-to-chip optical interconnects, we have built a single
channel testbed demonstrator: a fully integrated, 7 cm long
optical link on an FR-4 board formed directly over printed
circuit metallurgy. Both EEL and EVPD promote efficient
butt-coupling to the lightwave circuit via a planar configuration
with the optical waveguide. Suitable EVPDs do not exist at
this time and are part of our current development activities,
therefore, conventional PiN photodiodes are substituted in
our demonstration, and a 45 end mirror is cut at the end of
the waveguide over the PiN PD active area. It is important to
note that the waveguide core is in direct contact and makes an
interface with the PD active area. The optical link consists of
a laser driver, an in-plane edge emitting laser diode, a polymer
waveguide, a pin photodetector, an interface beam turning
mirror at the end of the waveguide, a transimpedance amplifier
(TIA), a limiting amplifier (L/A), an op-amp to control the
laser driver bias current and modulation current and several
passive surface mount components. A mesa area is defined by
a smooth buffer layer on the FR4 board, on which waveguides
are fabricated. The optical buffer layer effectively reduces
scattering loss of the waveguide core. The testbed is sketched
conceptually in Fig. 2.

II. HYBRID INTEGRATION OF THE TESTBED

The single channel testbed demonstrator is designed to make
use of off-the-shelf, bare die, 10 Gbps components to assess
how well these perform when embedded into an optical data
link on FR-4 and undergo board-type fabrication steps. The
overall testbed consists of a laminated FR-4 substrate having

Fig. 2. Schematic of the testbed demonstrator by hybrid integration of opto-
electronic devices and electronic chips on a PWB substrate.

Fig. 3. Testbed layout. (a) Panoramic view of the test bed signal layer showing
the coplanar microwave guides, SMA edge connector pads, the optical wave-
guide that optically connects the transmitter and receiver blocks. (b) Transmitter
block. (c) Receiver block including a transimpedance amplifier and limiting am-
plifier. (d) Operational amplifier used to control laser bias and modulation cur-
rent via two external voltage dividers.

four conducting copper layers. The layers are: signal (60 m
thick), ground (1 oz), power (1 oz) and ground (60 m thick for
board balance). The conducting layers are separated by three
insulating FR-4 layer laminates without specific requirements,
the first and last being 100 m thick. Drill-through holes con-
nect to the power planes to top wire bond pads, and the two
ground planes are connected. High speed electrical I/Os to the
board consist of SMA edge connectors rated for 17 Gbps and
coplanar microwave guides connecting to the SMA connectors
with the laser and detector blocks. An optical waveguide con-
nects the laser with the detector, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The
transmitter block, Fig. 3(b), consists of an edge emitting laser
diode with emission at wavelength of 1310 nm, and a laser
driver and surface mounted capacitor and inductor. The detector
block, Fig. 3(c), contains a PiN photodetector, a TIA, and a L/A.
No filter or decision circuit is formed in the detection circuit.
The laser dc bias and modulation amplitude are adjusted via a
dual op-amp, Fig. 3(d), package and external variable voltage
dividers. Surface mount capacitors and inductors are indicated
as “C” and “L” in the figure. All active optoelectronic compo-
nents are wire bondable and rated for 10.7 Gbps.

The fabrication sequence includes the following steps: 1) as-
sembly of all surface mount electronic components including
capacitors, inductors, all chips, laser diodes and photodetector,
2) wire bonding laser driver to laser and I/O pads, PD to TIA,
TIA to L/A, and L/A to I/O pads, 3) form a thickness graded
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polymer buffer layer, and 4) apply the lower cladding layer,
the waveguide core layer, and the top cladding layer. The op-
tical alignment from waveguide to laser diode and to PD is re-
alized simultaneously by aligning the waveguide geometry on
the photo-mask with the EEL emission region and with the PD
active area. 5) After the waveguide core is developed and good
alignment is confirmed, a 45 beam turning mirror is formed by
cutting the core waveguide directly over the PD active area. 6)
Finally, an Op-Amp used to control the ac and bias current to
the laser via the laser driver is soldered into place, as are the I/O
SMA edge connectors.

A. Integration of Laser Diode and Photodetector

Both the edge emitting laser diode (a laser from Emcore)
and the photodetector (AXT, distributed by Lumei Optoelec-
tronics), are rated as having a 3 dB cut-off frequency over
10 GHz. The laser emits at wavelength of 1310 nm and the PD
has a marked responsivity of 0.9 A/W at this wavelength. The
laser diode is fabricated on InP substrate with a die dimension
of 254 m 250 m 100 m. The die size of the PD is
250 m 460 m 150 m. Manual pick-and-place was
used to place the chips onto the designated metal bonding
pads on board. The actual attachment was realized through
high conductivity silver epoxy. The EEL has a bottom anode
contact and a top cathode wire bonding pad. The photodetector
is assembled in a similar fashion to the TIA input pads of
the receiver circuit. The bonding pads for laser diodes and
photodetectors are pre-defined on the assembly board through
photolithography process. These bonding pads determine the
position of the active devices in the optical link.

B. Formation of Optical Buffer Layer and Optical Waveguide

Optical alignment between the edge emitting laser and the
top viewing photodetector requires vertical as well as in-plane
alignment. The thickness of the edge emitting laser diode and
PD dies are 100 m and 150 m, respectively. The difference
in die thickness requires a slanted waveguide core layer to ef-
ficiently guide the optical wave from laser to the PD absorbing
surface. In this work, we constructed a graded buffer layer to re-
duce the height inequality. Other approaches include polishing
the photodetector back side, which is not electrically active, to
a thickness of 90 m, and placement of the PD in a 50 m deep
cavity in the FR-4 board.

Optical buffer layer is a technology we developed to address
this issue. The fabrication of optical buffer layer is accomplished
by using a solvent-free inorganic polymer glass (IPG) of propri-
etary composition, available from RPO Pty., Ltd., Acton, Aus-
tralia. This material has a refractive index of 1.52 at wave-
length of 632.8 nm, which acts as negative tone in pho-
tolithography, and cross links only by the action of UV light.
The waveguide fabrication sequence is as follows. The buffer
layer is constructed after the assembly of laser diodes and pho-
todetectors. IPG is applied to the designated open patch on the
board at about 60 C in order to obtain desired polymer vis-
cosity. The board is tilted at an angle to allow the polymer vis-
cosity to form the designed thickness gradient, at which the UV
light (Mercury I-line) is turned on to cross link IPG thus freezing
the buffer layer gradient into place in about 15 seconds at expo-
sure of 9.8 mW/cm .

A lower cladding layer between 7 to 9 m thick is next formed
on top of the buffer layer by a conventional spin-coating process.

Fig. 4. Waveguide formation on (a) an edge emitting laser diode, (b) a pin pho-
todetector, and (c) a pin photodetector with a 45 turning mirror.

The cladding polymer is an Epoxy Siloxane Oligomer (refrac-
tive index 1.49 at 632.8 nm) from Polyset (Mechan-
icsville, NY). This polymer does contain a solvent and can be
either thermally or optically cross-linked.

The waveguide core polymer has the same IPG material com-
position as the buffer layer and is formed to a typical thickness
and width, each of 50 m. The core waveguide is formed on a
surface that typically lies 5 to 25 m below the laser ridge wave-
guide, and within 5 m of the PD surface. The heights are mea-
sured with a surface profiler (DEKTAK 3030). The waveguide
core is cross linked by the use of a negative tone mask. The mask
alignment for waveguide core definition was achieved by using
two confocal microscopes: one is used to monitor the wave-
guide/laser diode interface and the other one is used to monitor
the waveguide/photodetector interface. When the alignment ap-
pears satisfactory, the exposure chamber of the mask alignment
is continuously flushed with Nitrogen and the UV is turned on.
Thus, we formed the waveguide link between the laser diode and
the PD. The unexposed waveguide materials are then washed
away during the development cycle.

Finally, the top cladding layer (same as the bottom cladding
polymer) is spun on, soft baked, and cross linked by UV light.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the photos of waveguide integrated with
a laser diode and a PD, respectively.

In addition to serving as a platform for thickness graded
transitions, the buffer layer also provides an interface from
FR-4 roughness to nano-scale smoothness optical waveguide
substrate. It reduces the strain between FR4 board and the
polymer optical waveguide.

C. Formation of 45 Turning Mirror

One end of the optical waveguide is defined along the cavity
stripe of the edge emitting diode and the other end of the op-
tical waveguide covers the active region of the PiN photodiode.
The optical signal from the edge emitting laser diode is di-
rectly butt-coupled into the waveguide. Numerical simulation
and measured laser to waveguide coupling efficiency will be dis-
cussed in next section. It is optional to remove the polymer stripe
that covers the laser cavity to get a clean surface.

We defined a 45 beam steering mirror on top of the active
PiN PD to couple light from the waveguide to the PD, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). After the alignment of the waveguide core is con-
firmed with both the laser diode and the PD by microscope in-
spection, we perform a 45 cut on the PD active region (36 m
in diameter) using a scalpel blade. The blade is mounted on a
linear stage with a 45 angle and manipulated into position by
an stage.

D. Assembly of the Transmitter and Receiver

The single channel testbed is assembled on a 1 2 in FR4
board. The transmitter block consists of a DFB laser diode, and
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Fig. 5. Assembled (a) transmitter block and (b) a receiver block on FR4 board.

Fig. 6. (a) An infrared photo of a laser-waveguide-PD link on a FR4 board for
dc coupling measurement. (b) Laser emission coupled to polymer waveguide.

a laser driver (MAX3934 with dimension of 1.6 mm 1.6 mm)
and a surface mounted capacitor and a ferrite bead inductor as
filter and ballast. The laser dc bias and modulation is adjusted
via a dual op-amp package (MAX4282). All chips are unpack-
aged bare dies, rated at 10.7 Gbps and fixed in place with con-
ducting silver epoxy and are wire bonded to appropriate pads
on the signal layer. The top view (8 mm 3.5 mm) of the as-
sembled transmitter block is shown in Fig. 5(a). The receiver
block contains a PiN PD, a TIA (MAX3910 or MAX3970), and
a L/A (MAX3971) for fixed output pulse amplitude. All chips
are wire bonded, and the critical wire bond lengths are 0.6 to
0.7 mm long. The transmitter and receiver are connected via a
7 cm long polymer waveguide with a typical core dimension of
50 m 50 m. The waveguide have 1 cm radius of curvature
at the receiver side to prevent stray light from entering the PD.

III. MODELING AND MEASUREMENT

OF COUPLING EFFICIENCIES

Power transmission efficiency is a big part of this research.
The coupling efficiencies between laser and waveguide and be-
tween waveguide and PD via a 45 end mirror over the PD active
area were measured under dc operation. In order to assess the
coupling efficiencies, we assembled a reference testing board
using components from the same batch as those in the complete
end-to-end link. The reference board consists of an edge emit-
ting laser diode, a curved waveguide and a pin photodetector. An
infrared photo, shown in Fig. 6(a), is taken when the waveguide
is light up by the laser diode with emission at 1.3 m. A
close look of the edge emitting laser diode and the optical wave-
guide connection area is shown in Fig. 6(b).

Fig. 7. Measured optical power with waveguide and without waveguide as a
function of laser bias current.

A. Measurement of Laser to Waveguide Coupling

The coupling efficiencies between the edge emitting laser and
polymer waveguide were measured under dc operation in two
steps. 1) The total dc output power from an EEL is directly col-
lected by a Ge PD with large aperture (0.5 mm 0.5 mm) placed
immediately in front of the laser. 2) We measure the output
power from the waveguide that is end-coupled with the EEL
laser diode. The detected optical power with and without cou-
pling to waveguide as functions of laser bias current is plotted
in Fig. 7. The polymer waveguide is 4.6 cm long and has a loss
coefficient of 0.24 dB/cm which were determined previously.
The power transmission, (dB), between the edge emitting laser
diode and waveguide, neglecting reflection losses, is given by

(1)

where is the bare die laser output power, is the
waveguide output power, and is the total waveguide insertion
loss in dB/cm that includes the intrinsic (absorption losses) and
extrinsic (fabrication defects) losses. The measured waveguide
output is 4.6 dB and the total waveguide loss over the
4.6 cm long waveguide segment is 1.1 dB, giving the EEL
laser to waveguide coupling efficiency of 3.5 dB or 45%.

B. Modeling of Laser to Waveguide Coupling Efficiency

The edge emitting laser is modeled as a 5 m long, pas-
sive, single mode semiconductor waveguide with a thickness
of 2.37 m on InP substrate. The photon confinement layers,
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Fig. 8. Two-dimensional plot of S propagating across the interface between
a single mode semiconductor laser waveguide cavity and a multimode polymer
waveguide.

InP ( 3.22) of 1 m thick and InGaAsP ( 3.33) of
0.15 m thick, are symmetrically grown in both side of the mul-
tiple quantum well (MQW) layers. The MQW has a thickness of
0.07 m with an average refractive index of 3.4025. The oper-
ational wavelength is taken to be 1310 nm and the fundamental
waveguide mode was chosen as the field excitation.

The polymer waveguide core is modeled as having a thick-
ness of 50 m ( 1.52) with a 10 m-thick under cladding
( 1.49) and no top cladding. The coupling efficiency be-
tween the two has been simulated for the case when both are
immersed in a medium (i.e., air) with index of refraction of
1.0. The simulation was performed by finite difference time do-
main (FDTD) analysis and the mesh size is set at 0.03 m in both
of the and direction, which is around 1/44 of the operating
wavelength. The coupling efficiency is obtained by determining
the magnitude of the power density in the propagation direction
that passes through a plane at 30 m in the polymer wave-
guide as a fraction of the input power density set for the field
excitation in the semiconductor laser waveguide cavity. A 2-D
plot of Poynting vector in direction is shown in Fig. 8.

A coupling efficiency of 78% is obtained from the numer-
ical simulation assuming no material loss of the waveguide.
The optical power loss primarily arises from refractive index
discontinuity at the interface and the mode mismatch between
the laser cavity and the waveguide cavity. The optical wave re-
flected back from the waveguide facet may disturb stationary
modes of the laser cavity. This is equivalent to lowering the re-
flectivity of the laser output facet. In our simulation, the EEL
is modeled as a passive waveguide, which means we neglect
the dynamics of the laser emission. This may cause overesti-
mate the coupling efficiency. The oversimplified simulation pre-
sented here is meant to show consistency in the presence of nu-
merous extraneous effects that are not easily characterized by
the simulation and to predict the trend when parameters at the
interface are adjusted. Simulation shows that the coupling effi-
ciency can be improved by inserting a layer with intermediate
refractive index ( 1.52) between the laser facet and the op-
tical waveguide.

C. Measurement of PD Coupling

The waveguide to PD coupling efficiency with turning mir-
rors is measured using an optical source with known emission
characteristics. The responsivity of the PD is 0.9 A/W at
1310 nm and the ratio of the photodetector active area to the
ideal beam size steered by the mirror is 0.72. From the measured
PD current, we deduce the coupling efficiency to be 35%, which
excludes the insertion loss from the end mirror operating in total
internal reflection without gold coating, scattering loss due to
the rough surface of the end mirror, and waveguide bending loss
and material scattering loss.

D. Modeling of PD Coupling With Turning Mirror

To estimate the coupling efficiency from the multimode
polymer waveguide to the PD via a 45 , total internal reflection
end mirror, we have simulated the waveguide-PD interface
using FDTD method. The mirror is formed by the hypotenuse
of an equilateral right triangle on a polymer waveguide having

1.52 and cross section of 50 m 50 m. The boundary
medium is assumed to be air. An ideal surface without metal
coating is assumed. A PD having an active area of 36 m
in diameter is placed underneath the center of the mirror
projection on the horizontal plane. The PD is represented
by a medium with 3.52. We assumed no anti-reflection
coating applied to the PD surface and the waveguide is taken as
lossless. The modal index of the TE mode is thus found to be

1.51582211. The FDTD simulation indicates a coupling
efficiency of 60.6% obtained by normalizing the power density
across the PD detection area to the input power density of the
TE mode. The Poynting vector, in the -direction for
the TE mode reflected by a 45 mirror is simulated by a 2-D
FDTD method and is shown in Fig. 9(a). The power loss for
fundamental mode of the waveguide is primarily caused by
surface reflection of the PD and limited PD responsivity.

Since the waveguide supports multimode propagation, it is
important to exanimate beam turning via the 45 mirror for op-
tical wave at higher order modes. Fig. 9(b) plots the simulated
Poynting vector of a TE mode input ( 1.50644664)
in direction. The observation line is placed at a distance of
2 m away from the waveguide-PD interface. A large amount
of power has penetrated through the mirror surface. The FDTD
simulation gives a coupling efficiency of 28.3 %, which is close
to our measured data of 35%. Nevertheless, the simulation re-
veals a 34.9 % of power has passed through the mirror, giving
rise to another source of power loss via turning mirror coupling
for optical wave at high orders in addition to reflection loss at the
PD surface. Through simulation investigation, it is clear that we
can improve the waveguide to PD coupling by reducing the di-
mension of the waveguide to achieve single mode (fundamental
mode only) operation or coating the mirror with an Au layer to
enhance optical wave confinement by the mirror or a combina-
tion of both approaches.

IV. AC PERFORMANCE OF THE TESTBED

We first measured the ac response of the transmitter block and
receiver block individually, and then compared the eye diagrams
with that of the end-to-end optical link. The characteristic op-
tical output of the transmitter block is displayed in Fig. 10(a).
The optical output of the laser is collected with a lensed, pigtail,
single mode optical fiber. The optical eye opening diagram at
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Fig. 9. Optical wave is turned via a 45 mirror. (a) x-directed Poynting vector
(S ) plot of TE mode at the turning mirror, (b) x-directed S of Poynting
vector of TE mode.

Fig. 10. (a) Single ended optical eye opening diagram at 10 Gbps of the trans-
mitter block. (b) The single ended electrical eye opening diagram of the receiver
block. The time scale is 20 ps/division.

10 Gbps is obtained with a digital analyzer (HP 83480A) for the
case of a single ended electrical bit stream signal into the laser
driver. The coupling from laser diode to fiber is low because of
the difficulty of alignment as well as the reflection from the fiber
back to laser diode. The characteristic electrical response of the
receiver block, including the limiting amplifier, is displayed in
Fig. 10(b). The optical signal originates from a precision fiber
optic source (ILX Lightwave 7900B) and is impingent on the PD
via a lensed, pigtail, single mode optical fiber. The single ended
electrical output from the limiting amplifier is used to generate
the eye diagram and is consistent with manufacturer specifica-
tions for the stand-alone TIA (MAX3970). The timing jitter is
most likely due to the coplanar microwave guide design which
was separately tested by an -parameter analyzer and found to
significantly diverge from 50 above 7 GHz.

Fig. 11. Limiting amplifier output from the complete optical link tested at date
rate of (a) 9 Gbps and (b) 10 Gbps. The time scale is 20 ps/division.

The combined the electrical responses of the end-to-end
on board transmitter-waveguide-receiver link at 9 Gbps and
10 Gbps are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively. Pseudo
random electrical bits are introduced at one end of the board
over an SMA edge connector to a single ended coplanar
waveguide and to the laser driver block, transported optically
across the board over an integrated optical waveguide to a PiN
photodetector and recovered, without a decision circuit, as elec-
trical bits at the other end of the board over a single ended CPW
and output SMA connector. The data stream is analyzed by a
digital communication analyzer. The measured eye diagram
of the end-to-end optical link has lower noise and less jitter
than that of transmitter block, attributing to free of alignment
issues in the end-to-end optical link. The eye-diagram of the
end-to-end optical link is worse than that of the receiver block
due to power coupling losses at various stages.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a novel, simple process that is free
from manual alignment tuning to build a complete end-to-end
optoelectronic signaling system at a data rate of 10 Gbps. The
optical link, consisting of a transmitter block, optical wave-
guide, and receiver block, is integrated on a common FR-4 board
packaged using bare die components. In our process, there is
only one micro mirror and no lenses needed to steer or collimate
the optical beams. The coupling efficiencies from edge emit-
ting laser to waveguide and waveguide to PD via a 45 mirror
are measured as 45% and 35%, respectively. Simulation of cou-
pling efficiency by FDTD has indicated that the power loss at
laser to waveguide interface is mainly due to reflection at the
waveguide facet and mode mismatch between the laser cavity
and the waveguide. It is shown by theoretical investigation that
optical wave with high order mode can not be steered efficiently
by the 45 turning mirror via total internal reflection. A metal
coated waveguide facet is needed to improve waveguide to PD
coupling.
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